Abstract-Online community managers work towards building and managing communities around a given brand or topic. A risk imposed on such managers is that their community may die out and its utility diminish to users. Understanding what drives attention to content and the dynamics of discussions in a given community informs the community manager and/or host with the factors that are associated with attention, allowing them to detect a reduction in such factors. In this paper we gain insights into the idiosyncrasies that individual community forums exhibit in their attention patterns and how the factors that impact activity differ. We glean such insights through a two-stage approach that functions by (i) differentiating between seed posts -i.e. posts that solicit a reply -and non-seed posts -i.e. posts that did not get any replies, and (ii) predicting the level of attention that seed posts will generate. We explore the effectiveness of a range of features for predicting discussions and analyse their potential impact on discussion initiation and progress.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social media applications such as blogs, video sharing sites or message boards allow users to share various types of content with a community of users. For the managers of such communities, the investment of time and money means that community utility is paramount. A reduction in activity could be detrimental to the appearance of the community to outside users, conveying an impression of a community that is no longer active and therefore of little utility. The different nature and intentions of online communities means that what drives attention to content in one community may differ from another. For example, what catches the attention of users in a question-answering or a support-oriented community may not have the same effect in conversation-driven or event-driven communities. In this paper we use the number of replies that a given post on a community message board yields as a measure of its attention.
To explore these and related questions, our paper sets out to study the following two research questions:
1) Which factors impact the attention level a post gets in certain community forums? 2) How do these factors differ between individual community forums?
Understanding what factors are associated with attention in different communities could inform managers and hosts of community forums with the know-how of what drives attention and what catches the attention of users in their community. Empowered with such information, managers could then detect changes in such factors that could potentially impact community activity and cause the utility of the community to alter.
We approach our research questions through an empirical study of attention patterns in 20 randomly selected forums on the Irish community message board Boards.ie. 1 Our study was facilitated through a two-stage approach that (i) differentiates between seed posts -i.e. thread starters on a community message board that got at least one reply -and non-seed posts -i.e. thread starters which did not get a single reply, and (ii) predicts the level of attention that seed posts will generate -i.e. the number of replies. Through the use of five distinct feature sets, containing a total of 28 features and including user, focus, content, community and post title features, we analysed how attention is generated in different community forums. We find interesting differences between these communities in terms of what drives users to reply to thread starters initially (through our seed post identification experiment) and what factors are associated with the length of discussions (through our seed post activity level prediction experiment). Our work is relevant for researchers interested in behavioural analysis of communities and analysts and community managers who aim to understand the factors that are associated with attention within a community.
The paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes related work within the fields of attention prediction on different social web platforms. Section 3 describes the dataset and Section 4 describes the features used in our analysis. Section 5 presents our experiments on identifying seed posts and anticipating their attention level in different communities. Section 6 discusses our findings and relates them to previous research. Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary of the key findings gleaned from our experiments and plans for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Attention on social media platforms can be gauged through assessing the number of replies that a piece of content or user receives. Within this context [1] consider the problem of reciprocity prediction and study this problem in a communication network extracted from Twitter. They essentially aim to predict whether a user A will reply to a message of user B by exploring various features which characterise user pairs and show that features that approximate the relative status of two nodes are good indicators of reciprocity. Our work differs from [1] , since we do not aim to predict who will reply to a message, but consider the problem of identifying posts which will start a discussion and predicting the length of discussions. Further, we focus on exploring idiosyncrasies in the reply behaviour of different communities, while the above work studies communication networks on Twitter without differentiating between individual sub-communities which may use Twitter as a communication medium.
The work presented in [2] investigates factors that impact whether Twitter users reply to messages and explores if Twitter users selectively choose whom to reply to based on the topic or, otherwise, if they reply to anyone about anything. Their results suggest that the social aspect predominantly conditions users' interactions on Twitter. Work described in [3] considers the task of predicting discussions on Twitter, and found that certain features were associated with increased discussion activity -i.e. the greater the broadcast spectrum of the user, characterised by in-degree and list-degree levels, the greater the discussion activity. Further, in our previous work [4] we explored factors which may impact discussions on message boards and showed, amongst others, that content features are better indicators of seed posts than user features. Similar to our previous work [4] we also aim to predict discussions on message boards, but unlike past work, which aimed to identify global attention patterns, we focus on exploring and contrasting the discussion behaviour of individual communities.
Closely related to the problem of anticipating the replybehaviour of social media users is the problem of predicting the popularity and virality of content. For example, the work described in [5] consider the task of predicting the rank of stories on Digg and found that the number of early comments and their quality and characteristics are useful indicators. Hong et al. [6] investigated the problem of predicting the popularity of messages on Twitter measured by the number of future retweets. One of their findings was that the likelihood that a portion of a user's followers will retweet a new message depends on how many followers the user has and that messages which only attract a small audience might be very different from the messages which receive huge numbers of retweets. Similar work by [7] explored the relation between the content properties of tweets and the likelihood of the tweets being retweeted. By analysing a logistic regression model's coefficients, Naveed et al. [7] found that the inclusion of a hyperlink and using terms of a negative valence increased the likelihood of the tweet being retweeted. The work of [8] explores the retweet behaviour of Twitter users by modeling individual micro-cosm behaviour rather than general macro-level processes. They present four retweeting models (general model, content model, homophily model, and recency model) and found that content based propagation models were better at explaining the majority of retweet behaviours in their data. Szabo et al. [9] studied content popularity on Digg and YouTube. They demonstrated that early access patterns of users can be used to forecast the popularity of content and showed that different platforms reveal different attention patterns. For example, while Digg stories saturate fairly quickly (about a day) to their respective reference popularities, YouTube videos keep attracting views throughout their lifetimes. In [10] the authors present a mutual dependency model to study the virality of hashtags in Twitter.
Although its is well-known that sub-communities of users can be identified on most social media applications, previous research did not explore differences in the attention patterns of such sub-communities. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to focus on exploring idiosyncrasies of communities' attention patterns by comparing the reply behaviour of different community forums. We also provide an extended set of features to assess the effects that community and focus features have on reply behaviour, something which has not been explored previously.
III. DATASET: BOARDS.IE
In this work, we analysed data from an Irish community message board, Boards.ie, which consists of 725 community forums ranging from communities around specific computer games or spiritual groups to communities around general topics such as films or music. Since our goal is to uncover the idiosyncrasies that individual community forums exhibit and the deltas between them, we selected 20 forums at random.
• Forum 374 -Weather: Community of users who have special interest in weather. This forum allows users to talk about the current, future and past weather all over the world and share information -e. 
IV. FEATURE ENGINEERING
Understanding what factors drive reply behaviour in online communities involves defining a collection of features and then assessing which are important and which are not. Within our approach setting we can identify the features that impact upon seeding a discussion -through our seed post identification experiments -and how features are associated with seed posts that generate the most attention.
For each thread starter post we computed the features by taking a 6-month window, based on work by [4] , [11] , prior to when the post was made. That means, we used all the author's past posts within that window to construct the necessary features -i.e. constructing a social network for the user features, assessing the forums in which the posts were made for the focus features and inferring topic distributions per user based the content of posts he/she authored within the previous 6 month. For the features that relied on topic models, we first fit a Latent Dirichlet Allocation [12] model which we use later for inferring users' topic distributions. For training the LDA model we aggregated all posts authored by one user in 2005 into an artificial user document and chose the default hyperparameters (α = 50/T , β = 0.01 and T = 50) which we optimised during training by using Wallach's fixed point iteration method [13] . Based on the empirical findings of [14] , we decided to place an asymmetric Dirichlet prior over the topic distributions and a symmetric prior over the distribution of words. We used the trained model to infer the average topic distributions (averaged over 10 independent runs of a Markov chain) of a user at a certain point in time by using all posts he/she authored within the last 6 months.
We define five feature sets: user features, focus features, content features, community features and title features, as follows.
A. User Features
User features describe the author of a post via his/her past behaviour, seeking to identify key behavioural attributes that are associated with seed and non-seed posts. For example, a post may only start a lengthy discussion if published by a rather active user.
• User Account Age: Measures the length of time (measured in days) that the user has been a member of the community; 
B. Focus Features
Focus features measure the topical concentration an author. Our intuition is that by gauging the topical focus of a user we will be able to capture his/her areas of interest or expertise. For the first two features, we use the frequency distribution of forums a user has published posts in to approximate his/her interests or expertise, while for the last three features we learn topics from a collection of posts and annotate users with topics by using LDA.
• Forum Entropy: Measures the forum focus of a user via the entropy of a user's forum distribution. Low forum entropy would indicate high focus.
• Forum Likelihood: Measures the likelihood that the user will publish a post within a forum given the past forum distribution of the user.
• Topic Entropy: Measures the topical focus of a user via the entropy of a user's topic distributions inferred via the posts he/she authored. Low topic entropy would indicate high focus.
• Topic Likelihood: Measures the likelihood that the user will publish a post about certain topics given the past topic distribution of the user's posts. Therefore, we measure how well the user's language model can explain a given post by using the likelihood measures:
N p refers to the total number of words in the post,φ refers to the word-topic matrix andθ refers to the average topic distribution of a user's past posts. The higher the likelihood for a given post, the greater the post fits to the topics the user has previously written about.
• Topic Distance: Measures the distance between the topics of a post and the topics the user wrote about in the past. We use the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence to measure the distance between the user's past topic distribution and the post's topic distribution. The JS divergence is defined as follows:
where D KL (P ||A) represents the Kullback Leibler divergence between a random variable P and A. The KL divergence is calculated as follows:
The lower the JS divergence, the greater the post fits the topics the user has previously written about.
C. Post Features
Post features describe the post itself and identify attributes that the content of a post should contain in order to start a discussion. For example, a post may only start a lengthy discussion if its content is informative or if it was published at a certain time in the day.
• Post Length: Number of words in the post.
• Complexity: Measures the cumulative entropy of terms within the post, using the word-frequency distribution, to gauge the concentration of language and its dispersion across different terms.
• Readability: Gunning fog index using average sentence length (ASL) [15] and the percentage of complex words (PCW): 0.4 * (ASL + P CW ) This feature gauges how hard the post is to parse by humans.
• Referral Count: Count of the number of hyperlinks within the post.
• Time in day: The number of minutes through the day from midnight that the post was made. This feature is used to identify key points within the day that are associated with seed or non-seed posts.
• Informativeness: The novelty of the post's terms with respect to other posts. We derive this measure using the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) measure.
• Polarity: Assesses the average polarity of the post using Sentiwordnet. 2 Let n denote the number of unique terms in post p, the function pos(t . ) returns the positive weight of the term t . from the lexicon and neg(t . ) returns the negative weight of the term. We therefore define the polarity of p as:
D. Community Features
Community features describe relations between a post or its author and the community with which the post is shared. For example, members of a community might be more likely to reply to a post which fits their areas of interest or they might be likely to reply to someone who contributed a lot to discussions in the past.
• Topical Community Fit: Measures how well a post fits the topical interests of a community by estimating how well the post fits into the forum. We measure how well the community's language model can explain the post by using the likelihood measure which is defined in equation 1, whereθ refers to the average topic distribution of posts that were previously published in that forum. The higher the likelihood of the post, the better the post fits to the topics of this community forum.
• Topical Community Distance: Measures the distance between the topics of a post and the topics the community discussed in the past. We use the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence to measure the distance between a community's past topic distribution and a post's topic distribution. The JS divergence is defined in equation 2. The lower the JS divergence, the greater the post fits the topical interests of the community.
• Evolution score: Measures how many users of a given community have replied to a user in the past, differing from in-degree by being conditioned on the forum. Theories of evolution [16] suggest a positive tendency for user A replying to user B if A previously replied to B. Therefore, we define the evolution score of a given user u j as follows:
where U refers to the total number of users in a given forum and U (u j,i ) refers to the number of users who replied to user u j in the past.
• Inequity score: Measures how many users of a given community a user has replied to in the past, differing from out-degree by being conditioned on the forum. Equity Theory [17] suggests a positive tendency for user A replying to user B if B previously replied more often to A than A to B. Therefore, we define the inequity score of a user u j as follows:
where U refers to the total number of users in a given forum, P (u i,j ) reply refers to the probability that user u i replies to user u j and P (u j,i ) reply refers to the probability that user u j replies to user u i
E. Title Features
Title features describe the title of a post itself and identify attributes that the title should contain in order to start a discussion. We decided to separate title features from post features in order to be able to capture potential affects of the user interface since the current Boards.ie user interface encourages users to decide which post to read based on the title. Therefore, our intuition is that in some community forums, title features may have a greater influence on the start of discussions as well as on the development of lengthy discussions.
• Title Length: Number of words in the title of the post.
• Title Question-mark: Measures the absence or presence of a question-mark in the title.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Understanding what drives attention in different forums and their implicit communities enables us to reveal key differences between those forums. To detect such deltas we apply our twostage prediction approach to (i) detect seed posts within each forum and (ii) predict the level of activity that such seed posts will generate. We begin by explaining our experimental setup before going on to discussing our findings and observing how the communities differ from one another in their discussion dynamics.
A. Experimental Setup
For our experiments we took all the thread starter postsi.e. that were both seeds and non-seeds -published in each of the 20 forums throughout the year 2006. For each thread starter we constructed the features as described in the previous section. We performed two experiments using our generated datasets, each intended to explore the research questions: (i) Which factors may impact the attention level a post gets in certain community forums? and (ii) How do these factors differ between individual community forums? 1) Seed Post Identification: The first experiment sought to identify the factors that help differentiating between posts that initiate discussions and posts that do not get any attention in different communities. To this end, we performed seed post identification through a binary classification task using a logistic regression model. For each forum, we divided the forum's dataset into a training/testing split using an 80/20% split, trained the logistic regression model using the former split and applied it to the latter. We tested each of the five feature sets in isolation -i.e. user, focus, post, community and title -such that the model was trained using only those features, and then tested all the features combined together. To assess how well each model performed, we measured the F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), which is a balanced measure of the quality of binary classification and can be used even if the classes are of very different sizes. The MCC measure returns a value between −1 and +1: a coefficient of +1 represents a perfect prediction, 0 is no better than random prediction and −1 indicates total disagreement between prediction and observation. The F1 score is frequently used by the Information Retrieval community, while the MCC is widely used by the Machine Learning community and in statistics where it is known as phi (φ) coefficient. The best performing model was then chosen based on the F1 score and MCC value and the coefficients of the logistic regression model were inspected to detect how the features were associated with seed posts, thereby identifying the factors which impact reply behaviour. To gain further insights into which features contribute most to the classification model, we also ranked the features of the best performing model by using the Information Gain Ratio (IGR) as a ranking criterion.
2) Activity Level Prediction: For our second experiment, we sought to identify the factors that were correlated with lengthy discussions and how they differed between communities. To do this we performed seed post activity level prediction through a linear regression model. We maintained the same splits as in our previous experiment and filtered through the seed posts in the 20% test split using the best performing model in each community. We then trained a linear regression model using the seed posts in the training split and predicted a ranking for the identified seed posts in the test split based on expected discussion volume. This allowed us to pick out the key factors that were associated with generating the most activity by concentrating our rank assessments on the top portion of the posts. We trained the linear regression model using each of the five feature sets in isolation and then used all the features combined together. We chose the best performing model based on its rank prediction accuracy and assessed the statistically significant coefficients of the regression model for the relation between increased attention and its features.
To evaluate our predicted rank, we used the Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) at varying rank positions, looking at the performance of our predictions over the top-k documents where k = {1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}, and then averaging these values. nDCG is derived by dividing the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) of the predicted ranking by the actual rank defined by (iDCG). DCG is well suited to our setting, given that we wish to predict the most popular posts and then expand that selection to assess growing ranks, as the measure penalises elements in the ranking that appear lower down when in fact they should be higher up. Let rank i be the actual position in the ranking that seed post i should appear and N be the number of items in the total set of seed posts that are to be predicted, we then define rel i = N − rank i + 1 and DCG based on the definition from [18] as:
B. Results: Seed Post Identification
Comparing the F1 score and MCC values of different forums in Table II reveals interesting differences between communities and corroborates our hypothesis that the reply behaviour of users in different communities is impacted by different factors. Table II shows the 9 forums for which a classifier trained with our features outperformed the baseline classifier. We decided not to analyse the results from the other 11 forums, since our classifier did not outperform (but only matched) the performance of the baseline. We assume that this happens because most of these 11 forums are rather inactive forums such as forum 44 or 858 (i.e. only a few messages have been published in 2006 and therefore our classifier had not enough examples of seed and/or non-seed posts to learn general attention patterns). Another potential explanation is that the discussion behaviour of these communities is in part rather random and/or driven by other, external factors which we could not take into account in our study. For example the discussion behaviour of the communities around specific locations or regions (such as community 190 and 625) might for example be impacted by spatial properties of users while the discussion behaviour of the community around forum 227 (Television) seems to be mainly driven by external events (e.g. start of a new series).
Our results from the seed post identification experiment show that for most of the 9 forums a classifier trained with a combination of all features achieves the highest performance boost. Only for the community around forum 267 (Astronomy and Space) a classifier trained with content features alone performs best. This example nicely shows that this community seems to be mainly content driven since its main purpose is to share information and content. Another exception is the community of practice around forum 221 (Spanish) for which a classifier trained with title features alone and a classifier trained with user features alone outperforms a classifier trained with all feature groups. This indicates that the features of those two groups best capture the characteristics of seed and nonseed posts in this community.
To gain further insights into the factors that impact attention in different communities we inspected the statistically significant coefficients of the best performing feature group learned by the logistic regression model. The coefficients can be interpreted as the log-odds for the features. Therefore, a positive coefficient denotes a higher probability of getting replies for posts having this feature. In addition to interpreting the statistically significant coefficients we also ranked the features of the best performing feature group by using the Information Gain Ratio (IGR) as a ranking criterion. The higher the information gain of a feature the higher the average purity of the subsets that it produces. A feature with a maximum information gain ratio of 1 would enable perfect separation between seed and non seed posts. Due to space constraints we only discuss features with an IGR >= 0.1.
Our results suggest that in the community around forum 10 (Work & Jobs) which has a support and marketplace function, longer posts (content length's coef = 0.063 and p < 0.001) which do not really contain new information (informativeness coef = −0.028 and p < 0.001) and/or links (coef = −0.592 and p < 0.01) are far more likely to get replies. Further, posts which contain question marks (coef = 0.454 and p < 0.01) in their title are more likely to attract the attention of this supportoriented community. Finally, since the topic of this community is quite general, posts are not required to be topically similar to other posts in the forum (community fit's coef = −221.844 Title  All  MCC  F1  MCC  F1  MCC  F1  MCC  F1  MCC  F1  MCC  F1  10 and p < 0.01) in order to attract attention. Another support and advise oriented community is the community around forum 343 (Golf). The topic of this community is a more specific than the topic of the previous community. In this community the content of a post needs to be rather complex (coef = 2.261 and p < 0.01) and should also not contain links (coef = −0.586 and p < 0.05) in order to attract attention. Further posts which are topically distinct from what the Golf community usually talks about (community distance coef = −4.528 and p < 0.05) are less likely to get replies. This indicates that within the community specialist terminology is used and the divergence away from such vocabularies reduces the likelihood of generating attention to a new post.
The community around forum 865 (HE Video Players & Recorders) has an advice seeking and experience sharing purpose but only for one specific group of products. For this community forum all features' coefficients are not significant. However, a classification model trained with all features outperformed a random baseline classification model with a MCC value of 0.632. By looking at the feature list ranked by the IGR, we note that only one feature contributed to this performance boost, namely the inequity score (IGR = 0.7). The coefficient of the inequity score in the regression model is negative (coef = −5.025) which indicates that a post is less likely to get replies if it is authored by a user who replied to many posts in this forum in the past but hasn't got many replies himself in this forum. One possible explanation is that in support oriented communities users who reply to many posts are more likely to be experts. It is not surprising that posts of such expert users are less likely to get replies since less users have enough expertise to answer or comment on the post of an expert.
The main purpose of the community around forum 544 (Banking & Insurance & Pensions) is also for seeking advice and sharing experiences and information. In this community shorter posts (content length coef = −0.017 and p < 0.05) authored by users who are new to the topic -or have not published anything about the topic before (topic distance coef = 2.890 and p < 0.01) -are more likely to get replies. When inspecting the IGR based feature ranking of the content group, we find that only the complexity of content is a useful feature for informing a classifier which has to differentiate between seed and non seeds (IGR = 0.354). This indicates that short, but complex posts which have been authored by newbies are most likely to catch the attention of this community.
The main purpose of the community around forum 267 (Astronomy & Space) is to share information and content and to engage in discussions. Long posts (coef = 0.083 and p < 0.05) which do not contain many novel terms (informativeness coef = −0.029 and p < 0.05) but are positive in their sentiment (polarity's coef = 4.556 and p < 0.05) are very likely to attract the attention of this community. The content feature with the highest IGR is the number of links per post (IGR = 0.1). Since the coefficient of the number of links is positive in our regression model we can conclude that a higher number of links indicates that the post is more likely to get replies (coef = 0.157) in this forum. This suggests that in this forum posts which are long, informative and re-use the vocabulary of the community are more likely to attract attention.
Also for the topical community around forum 55 (Satellite) the main purpose is to share information and content and to engage in discussions. In this community posts authored by users who have a high forum likelihood are less likely to get replies (coef = −5.891 and p < 0.01). This suggests that users who stimulate discussions in this community have to focus their activity away from this forum. Further posts which are topically distant from the topics the community usually talks about are again less likely to get replies (coef = −2.944 and p < 0.01). This pattern indicates that users who focus their activity away from this community and then post a new thread that is about topics which seem to be in the topical interest area of the community are more likely to get replies.
The community around forum 221 (Spanish) is a community of practice which means that the community members have a common interest in a particular domain or area, and learn from each other. This community is mainly impacted by user and title factors, however all features' coefficients are not significant. Ranking the features by their IGR shows that the most important feature for discriminating between posts getting replies and posts not getting replies is the title length (IGR = 0.558). Interestingly in this forum, posts with short titles are more likely to get replies. The longer the title the less likely a post gets replies (title length's coef = −0.326). The second most important feature is the user account age (IGR = 0.381). Users who have owned an account for longer are more likely to get replies in this forum than users who recently created their account. This suggests that in communities where the members share a common long-term goal and/or have a shared interest which is rather stable over time, the duration of users' community membership is a good feature to predict if a post will become a seed post or not.
The community around forum 630 is a rather open and diverse community of users who are interested in all kind of events and/or want to promote events. For forum 630 (Real-World Tournaments & Events) a classifier trained with all features performed best. The only significant feature for this forum is the community distance (coef = −1.185 and p < 0.05). This indicates that posts which do not fit the topical interests of this community are less likely to get replies.
C. Results: Activity Level Prediction
To explore which factors may affect the number of replies a post gets, we first identified the feature groups which lead to the best model for each community forum (see Table III ) and then analysed the statistically significant coefficients of the best performing model from each community.
Interestingly, our results suggest that the factors that impact whether a discussion starts around a post tend to differ from the factors that impact the length of a discussion. For example for the support and advise oriented community around forum 343 (Golf) content and community features contribute most to the identification of seed posts, but focus features are most important for predicting the activity level of discussions around seed posts. This indicates that it is important that a post's content has certain characteristics (e.g. contains only few links) and fits the topical interests of the community in order to start a discussion, but afterwards it is important that the author of a post has certain topical and/or forum focus in order to stimulate a lengthy discussion in this forum. In forum 865 (HE Video Players & Recorders) the seed post identification works best when using features from all feature groups, but for predicting the activity level a post will produce a linear regression model trained with content features works best. This indicates that posts which manage to stimulate lengthy discussions in this forum share some content characteristics. Also for the community around forum 544 (Banking & Insurance & Pensions) which also has an advice seeking purpose a model using all feature groups performs best in the seed post identification task. However, for predicting the length of discussions which a seed post will generate a model trained with community features only ranked the posts most accurately according to their discussion length. This suggest that in this forum it makes a difference who authored a post and how this person relates to the community when predicting the discussion length around a post. For the topical community around forum 55 (Satellite) the main purpose is to share information and content and to discuss satellite television. Also in this community a model trained with all feature groups performs best in the seed post identification task. However for predicting the discussion length of seed posts a regression model trained with title features only works best. This indicates that in this community title features impact if a post will stimulate a long discussion. Our results show that seed posts with longer titles (coef =0.03003 and p < 0.05) are more likely to stimulate lengthy discussions.
For certain communities, such as the community around forum 267 (Astronomy & Space) whose main purpose is to share information and content, the same group of features, namely content features, works best for identifying posts around which a discussion will start and for predicting the length of a discussion. This indicates that in this community users' discussion behaviour is mainly impacted by characteristics of posts' content and therefore content features alone are sufficient to predict users' reply behaviour. Other factors play a minor role in this community.
For the community around forum 630 (Real-World Tournaments & Events) and the community around forum 10 (Work & Jobs) a classification model using all features performs best in both tasks, the seed post identification and the activity level prediction tasks. For the community around forum 10 (Work & Jobs) our results show that posts authored by users who replied to many other users in the past (coef of users' out-degree is 0.005 and p < 0.01) and have longer titles (coef =0.034 and p < 0.01) are more likely to stimulate lengthy discussions than other posts. One potential explanation is that posts with longer titles are more likely to attract the attention of this community and that users in this community are more likely to be involved in lengthy discussions with users who have replied to them before. For the community around forum 630 our results suggest that posts authored by users with a high inequity score are more likely to lead to lengthy discussions (coef =0.0015 and p < 0.05). This suggests that in this community rather active users who frequently reply to other community members' posts but do not get many replies themselves are most likely to stimulate lengthy discussions. It seems that users in this community are more likely to reply to posts of other users who replied to their own posts in the past. Also in this community posts with longer titles are slightly more likely to stimulate lengthy discussions (coef =0.04145 and p < 0.001). One potential explanation for that is that posts with longer titles tend to catch the attention of more users who then read the post and reply to it. However, one needs to note that although the effect is statistically significant the effect size is very small which indicates that the dependent variable (discussion length) is expected to only increase slightly when that independent variable (title length) increases by one, holding all the other independent variables constant.
Finally, in the community of practice around forum 221 (Spanish) no lengthy discussions happened within the selected time period and therefore we could not analyse factors that impact lengthy discussions.
VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Our findings from the seed post identification experiment demonstrate that different community forums exhibit interesting differences in terms of how attention is generated and that the same features which have a positive impact on the start of discussions in one community can have a negative impact in another community. For example, our results from the seed post identification experiment suggest that a high number of links in a post has a negative impact on the post getting replies especially in communities having a supportive purpose (such as community 343 and 10). However, in the community around forum 267, which mainly has an information and content sharing purpose, the contrary is the case. Posts which tend to have many links are more likely to get replies in this community forum. This example nicely shows that the purpose of a community may influence how individual factors impact the start of discussions in a community forum. It is also interesting to note that for support oriented forums (such as forum 865 and 544) users which seem to be rather new to a topic (i.e. have not published posts before which are topically similar to the content produced by this community) are more likely to get replies. Further, we notice that the importance of whether a post fits the topical focus of a community or not is largely dependent on the subject specificity of the community. In other words communities around very specific topics (such as the community around the sport Golf) require posts to match the topical focus of the community in order to attract attention, while communities around more general topics (such as the community around topic Work and Jobs) do not have this requirement.
In our previous work [4] we learnt a general pattern for generating attention on Boards.ie by performing seed post identification using all data from 2006, not just a selection of forums. The best performing model contained all features (user, content and focus), and indicated that the inclusion of hyperlinks was correlated with non-seed posts, while seed posts were those that had a high forum likelihood -i.e. the user had posted in the forum before and was therefore familiar with the forum. The results from our current work have identified the key differences between this general attention pattern and the patterns that each community exhibits. For instance for the 9 analysed forums, 7 perform best when using all features -similar to our previous work -while for the 2 remaining forums, one forum performs best when using content features and another when using title features. Additionally we find differences in the patterns: for forum 55 we find that the lower the forum likelihood the greater the likelihood that the user will generate attention, this being the converse of the general pattern learnt previously [4] . For forums 10 and 343 we find that an increased number of hyperlinks reduces the likelihood of the post generating attention, agreeing with the general attention pattern, while for forum 267 a greater number of hyperlinks increases the likelihood of generating attention. Our results from the activity level prediction experiment show that the factors that impact whether a discussion starts around a post tend to differ from the factors that impact the length of this discussion. For example, in the community around forum 10 (Work & Jobs) a posts which has question marks in the title is more likely to get a reply but in order to stimulate lengthy discussions it is more important that the title of a post has a certain length rather than that it contains question marks.
It is also interesting to note that the title length is the only feature which has a significant positive impact across several communities on the number of replies a post gets. This suggests that in some communities posts with longer titles are more likely to stimulate lengthy discussions. We assume that this happens because long titles may on the one hand attract more users to read the posts and on the other hand long titles may be correlated with high quality or substantivity of posts's content. It is also likely to be an effect caused by the platform's interface, as users are presented with a list of threads in a given community each of which is listed by its title. The first piece of information, along with the username of the author, that community members see is the title of the post.
We also found a shared attention pattern between the Golf and Real-World Tournaments and Events communities, since in these communities posts which are topically distant from what these communities usually talk about are less likely to stimulate lengthy discussions. Therefore we can conclude that although most attention patterns which we identified in our work are local and community-specific, cross-community patterns also exist and can be identified with our approach.
Comparing these findings to our previously work [4] once again reveals interesting differences between the general pattern learnt across the entirety of Boards.ie for activity level prediction and the per-forum patterns that we have found in this paper. For instance in [4] the general pattern indicated that lower forum entropy and informativeness together with increased forum likelihood lead to lengthier discussions, while for forum 343 we found an increase in forum entropy to be associated with an increase in activity. For the other features none were found to be significant.
VII. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented work that identifies attention patterns in community forums and shows how such patterns differ between communities. Our exploration was facilitated through a two-stage approach that provided novel features able to capture the community and focus information pertaining to the creators of community content.
Our results show that the attention patterns of different communities are impacted by different factors and therefore suggest that these patterns may only be valid in a certain context and that the existence of global, context-free attention patterns is highly questionable. In our previous work [4] we focussed on identifying global attention patterns and found amongst others that posts including links are less like stimulate discussions. In this work we show by analysing attention patterns of individual communities that this global attention pattern is only valid for certain forums. The global attention patterns one learns heavily depend on the mixture and constitution of the sample of communities which one analyses. Therefore, we can conclude that ignorance isn't a bliss since understanding the idiosyncrasies of individual communities seem to be crucial for predicting which post will catch the attention of a community and manages to stimulate lengthy discussions in a forum.
We found for example that in support-oriented or advice seeking communities posts which contain many links in their content are less likely to get replies, while in information and content sharing oriented communities a high number of links may even have a positive impact and make posts more likely to attract the attention of such a community. Further we observed that in support-oriented communities especially posts authored by newbies tend to be more likely to get replies. This suggests that the purpose of a community impacts which factors drive the reply behaviour of this community. Beside the purpose of a community we also found that the specificity of the subject of a community may impact which factors explain the discussion behaviour of a community. Communities around very specific topics require posts to fit to the topical focus of the community in order to attract attention while communities around more general topics do not have this requirement. Finally we also found that the factors which impact the start of discussions in communities often differ from the factors which impact the length of discussions.
Although our work is limited to a small number of communities on one message board platform, Boards.ie, it uncovers an interesting problem: the problem of identifying the context in which attention patterns may occur. In our work we use the number of replies a post gets to assess how much attention it attracts. However, we want to point out that the number of replies is just a proxy metric and other metrics such as the number of views could be used as well. Since these metrics tend to be correlated we believe that using other proxy metrics would lead to similar results.
Community managers and hosts invest time, effort and money into providing a community which is useful and attractive to its users. By understanding what factors influence community attention patterns, we can provide actionable information to community managers who are in desperate need for systematic support in decision making and community development. We hope that our research is a first step towards analysing the context in which certain types of behavioural patterns hold. Our future work will further investigate the context of attention patterns in different communities by clustering communities according to the factors which are best for predicting which post will get the attention of a community.
